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The Acme Grain Pickier

ACME GRAIN PICKLE R

Capacity 
100 Bushels 
Per Hour
“The Crop Insurer"

The Acme is an end
less screw machine. 
Thoroughly pickles all 
the grain and is proof 
against destruction 
fi'im bluestone solu
tion; equally effective 
with formaline. The 
easiest operate I most 
efficient and perfect 
pickier offered the 
trade. To complete 
your line handle the 
Acme.

Order Now
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Here are Fosston Facts

THR only Patented Feed Device—which allows grain in Machine only 
when running—Feeds full width of sieves.
A Patented Gang for separating wild or tame oats from wheat. Compose 

of a series of nine perforated zinc screens.
A Bottom Screen thirty-six inches long. Under this screen is arranged 

a patented cleaning rack to keep bottom rack clean. Special attachment 
for separating wilaor tame oats from barley. Screens for cleaning all kiude 
of grain. Bagger can be attached in five minutes.

The Fosston Grain Cleaner

is the 
Grain 

Cleaner 
that will 

Clean 
Your 
Grain
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Genuine Bissell Disc Harrow

TTHK Disc that farmers want Some good features are—correct balance
—Stays down at its work, does not buckle, hind and huuip up in 

the center.

Shape of Disc—Cuts, turns and stirs the roil, where others only scrape 
the ground.

Light of Doit—Forty hard Anti-friction Balls used in every "Bissell" 
Harrow relieve the horses.

Ease on Horses’ Necks The hitch is well kick, the seat projects at 
the rear of frame ; no weight on necks.

Cyclone Wheel Disc Harrow

EASY to move from one field to the other. No danger of dulling 
disc on hard road. Can lie backed or turned anywhere. 

Each disc is independent and equipped with a pressure spring, the 
same as a grain drill.

More or less pressure can he applied at the will of the operator. 
For discing stubble fields, summer fallowing, or plowed land, it has 
no equal. *

Can also lie used as a weeder or cultivator, being so constructed 
that the discs can be set at any depth desired ; the space between 
discs being thoroughly worked and much lighter draft than a 
cultivator.

WRITE FOR CATALOQ.
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